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Detailed predictions are mimic for the multiple-muon-event rates measured in the underground muon

experiment at the University of Utah. In our calculations, Feyri~~n scaling is used to project inclusive proton-
nucleus particle production cross sections from 19.2-6eV accelerator measurements to the ultrahigh-energy

region from 1 TeV to 10000 TeV. The multiplicity distribution is assumed to follow Koba-Nielsen-Olesen

scaling. The primary cosmic-ray spectrum and composition are extrapolated upwards from the direct
measurements made at less than a few TeV. Rates are calculated for detected multiplicities n~ = 1-30
observed over a zenith angle range 30'-72' and over a depth range of 1.5&(10'-10 gcm '. Good
agreement between predictions and measurements has been obtained with scaling and such a simple
extrapolation to higher energies of the directly measured primary spectrum and composition.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the outstanding results of the new accel-
erator experiments has been the success of Feyn-
man scaling' and the hypothesis of limiting frag-
mentation. ' The failures of scaling are also of
great current interest. Using scaling as an anal-
ysis framework, very specific predictions can be
made for results of collisions in the ultrahigh-
energy range studied by cosmic-ray experiments.
A successful approach to investigating the pre-
dictions of scaling involves the use of data from
the Utah Muon Detector. ' Muons detected far
underground are the high-energy remnants of col-
lision processes in the atmosphere and provide
information about total inelastic cross sections,
multiplicity laws, and the transverse and longi-
tudinal momentum distributions as a function of
energy for the various types of secondary par-
ticles which produce the observed muons. The
muons also provide information about the energy
spectrum and composition of the primaries. The
challenge, of course, is to be able to unscramble
the mixed signals which the muons carry.

A detailed Monte Carlo computer program has
been written to aid in the interpretation of the Utah
muon data. We use scaling and predict rates of
muon events for the various zenith angles, rock
depths, and multiplicities seen in the aperture of
the Utah detector. It is necessary to make as-
sumptions about the primary cosmic-ray spec-
trum and composition. We describe here the mod-
el which was used and the comparison between
predictions and data which provides support for
scaling and for an extrapolation (from below
2 xlo' GeV) of the measured spectrum and com-

position into the primary energy region 1 TeV-
10000 TeV. A more complete description of some
details of the model and calculation is available. 4

II. MODEL

A. Nuclear physics

Scaling predicts that for very high collision en-
ergies an energy-independent structure function
can be found to describe the production of a given
type of particle, such as m mesons, by protons
striking protons. The structure function can be
defined as follows: f(x, pr) =Ed'cr/dpi' dpr The.
quantities PL, and P&, are defined in the nucleon-
nucleon center-of-mass (c.m. ) frame. The struc-
ture function, f, depends only on the produced
particle's transverse momentum, P&, and the ratio,
x, of its longitudinal momentum, PL,, to the max-
imum value allowed by energy and momentum
conservation. The energy of the produced particle
is E; the relation does not depend on the total col-
lision energy. For high-energy particles produced
in the forward hemisphere in the c.m. system,
x ~PL -8 and the following relation exists:
d'&r/Ckdpr f(x, pr)/x. For fast particles (in the
c.m. frame), x is to s, very good approximation
the ratio of the secondary particle's laboratory
energy to the incident particle's energy. The in-
elasticity and P& distributions of these particles
are independent of the primary energy. In the
region for which P&-E, integration over x and P~
gives a logarithmic dependence of the average
particle multiplicity on the primary energy if the
structure function does not vanish at x =0.

In order to include effects of the use of a nuclear
target (air) in our simulation of atmospheric ha-
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dronic cascades, we applied scaling to production
cross sections for mesons and nucleons by protons
incident on "air nuclei. " In view of the scarcity of
high-energy inclusive data covering the entire x
and P& distributions using nuclear targets, we de-
cided to use a multiparameter fitting function
which was successful in describing the entire x
and P& kinematic region for P-P particle production
data. This function was then refitted to extensive
nuclear target results from an experiment cover-
ing a wide range of x and p& values. The nuclear
target data used were an interpolation between
19.2-GeV p-Be and p-Al data obtained at CERN. '
Except for a normalization factor of approximately
A, ' ', the beryllium and aluminum data are so
similar that the interpolation can be expected to
give the values for air with about the accuracy of
the CERN measurements.

The fits which we made to meson production data
used a functional form successfully employed by
Bgggild et al.6 to describe 19-GeV P-p bubble-
chamber observations of negative pions. The en-
tire kinematically possible x and P& regions were
observable in this experiment without major de-
tection biases. The fitting function we use was
therefore a very good representation of the x and

P~ distribution throughout the kinematic region in
which particle production was significant.

The function fitted to the nuclear target data for
meson production was

A, exp(- I x I /A, )
1 + exp[( I x I

—A, )/A, ]

xP " exp[-P /(A, A, ~ ()] .

%e evaluated the parameters A, to A, separately
for ~, m', K, and K' subject to the constraints
at x=0 discussed below. Since our only practical

requirement was for Eq. (1) to be a successful fit
to the particle production cross sections, we do
not offer a particular model which would yield this
formula. Some discussion of parameters, is neces-
sary, however. The fits yielded values near 1.5 for
this parameter. This is the value given by an approxi-
mation to the Hagedorn ther modynamical model. '
It might be argued that this approximation does
not have the proper behavior as P~-0, but this
consideration is not of great practical significance
here because the relative fraction of phase space
near P~ =0 is extremely small. It can be seen,
for example, in the paper of Bgggild et al. ,

' that
a fit giving A, significantly greater than 1 (1.3 in
their case) is a very good approximation to the
low-P& region of the distribution. In our case, the
separation of muons from the shower axis is very
approximately proportional to Pr/P~ for the (dom-
inant) pion parents which decay to yield muons.
The required distribution d'o/dp~dpr is adequately
fitted with our parameter values. The fits de-
scribed the data with about 5—10% accuracy for
all x and P& values for which the cross sections
were not insignificantly small. This is also true
for the formula given below which was fitted to
the nucleon production data. The results of the
fits are summarized in Table I.

A limitation of the nuclear target data we used is
that it was all taken at momenta such that x~0.35.
Most of the detected muons are produced by the
decay of mesons produced at x&0.35. %e can com-
pare our predictions at x=O to CERN Intersecting
Storage Rings (ISR) P-P results. Our average
multiplicity of pions in the forward hemisphere
of the center-of-mass system is 1.18 ln(E/m, )
—1.3. The same quantity measured at ISR is
1.29 ln(E/m ) —2.5.' The coefficient of the loga-
rithm is proportional to the integral over P& of
the structure function at x=O. Thus we agree
within about 9% with the higher-energy P-P result

TABLE I. Parameter values obtained for particle production cross sections.

A5

6

15.8+ 1.8
1.47+ 0.04

0.205+ 0.008

1.12+ 0.15

1.61+ 0.05

0.242+ 0.014

B&' 4 ~ 87+ 0.50

B)
b -0.149+ 0.013

A2 0.135+ 0.002 0.176+ Q.004 0.104+ 0.002 0,197+0.005 B2 -0.237+ 0.027

A3 0.677+ 0.006 0.705+0.006 0.635+ 0.006

A 4 0.0713+0.0015 0.0710+ Q.QQ16 0.045+ 0.003

A 7 -0.045 + 0.009 -0.048+ 0.009 -0.133+0.021

0.763+ 0.007 B3 1.43+ 0.04

0.064 + 0.003 B 4 0.285+ 0.012

-0.072 + 0.016

'In units of barnsGeV c . In units of GeVc ~.
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for pion production at x = 0. However, unknown

nuclear target effects near x=0 may still not be
accurately represented by our fitting procedure.

The production of protons in the final state was
described by a somewhat different five-parameter
fit:

(2)

The proton fit assumed that the proton x and p~
distributions were energy-independent for all x
values. As described below, production of nucle-
on-antinucleon pairs was treated as a separate
process.

As indicated in Table I, the structure functions
of mesons of opposite charge were constrained to
be equal at x=0. This was done in order to avoid
logarithmically divergent violations of charge and

strangeness conservation at asymptotic energies.
For all energies the fits satisfy energy, strange-
ness, charge, and baryon conservation satisfac-
torily. Neutrons were assumed to have the same
x and P& dependence as protons, but to be pro-
duced only 77$ as frequently as protons in P-air
collisions. Hyperons were assumed to be included
implicitly in the distributions through their decay
products. The additional contribution of nucleon-
antinucleon pairs was included in an approximate
fashion based on the similarity in the shapes of
the x distributions for antiprotons and K as ob-
served ht the ISR for p-p collisions. '

In practice (although not in the fits summarized
in Table I) we modified the pion distributions in

the region x&0.35 to agree with the x dependence
of the average transverse momentum observed at
12 and 24 GeV in proton-proton interactions (the
so-called "seagull effect").' The essential feature
of the "seagull effect" is that, when averaged over
invariant phase space, the average transverse
momentum falls steadily as one approaches x=0
from x=0.35. We scaled our p& distributions for
mesons to give this dependence. This has the con-
sequence of lowering the over-all mu1. tiplicity of
produced pions and of lowering the mean trans-
verse momentum averaged over all x from the
values following from direct use of the parameter
values in Table I.

We thus obtain an average p& value for all pions
with x ~ 0.01 of 0.38 GeV/c. The calculated mean
inelasticity of the incident nucleon is 0.58, which
is somewhat higher than for p-p collisions. The
average number of pions of all three charge states
and for the forward hemisphere only is &n„) =1.18
x In(E/~) —1.3. The average number of kaon pairs
used (all charge states, forward hemisphere) is

&ns) =0.1141n(Egin~) —0.39. For tl:e number of
antiprotons (both hemispheres) we used &n~-)

=-0.37+0.0591ns+0.75/s' ', where s is the
square of the c.m. energy. '

The particle multiplicity distribution given by
Slattery" is used in the calculation. Thisdistribu-
tion follows the Koba, Nielsen, and Olesen" (KNO)
scaling hypothesis for multiplicity distributions.
Assuming Feynman scaling, Koba et al. argued
that the relative fraction of final-state events with

n charged particles, o„/o,„„, should asymptotically
obey

(3)

Thus an energy-independent function, X, could be
found which would give the charged-particle mul-
tiplicity distribution at all (very high) collision
energies by use of this scaling law. Slattery found
that this scaling law is already valid at relatively
low energies, for beam momenta of 50-300 GeV/c
in p-p collisions. We used the g function as fitted
to data by Slattery for the distribution of numbers
of charged particles. We also assumed that the
number of neutral particles, which rarely produce
muons, is always equal to the average number.
To facilitate the preservation of energy indepen-
dence of the particle x distribution for x&0.01,
a Poisson distribution of particle multiplicities is
used in this region. The number of particles with
x&0.01 is then given by the difference of a number
given by the Slattery distribution and the number
of particles with x&0.01. The results of the cal-
culations are observed to be relatively insensitive
to the details of this procedure.

In the development of hadronic cascades in the
atmosphere, mesons frequently become the inci-
dent particles in secondary collisions. A quark
model has suggested that forward-hemisphere
particle distributions in meson-proton collisions
are related to those in P-P collisions. " For for-
ward-hemisphere particles, the x values of pro-
duced particles (excluding leading particles) in

proton collisions are multiplied by & to give the
x values for meson-proton collisions. Comparison
of bubble-chamber data for incident protons and
mesons supports this prescription. It has been
extended to relate meson-air collisions to p-air
collisions. Its validity does not depend on the
validity of the quark model which suggests it, and
the scaling assumption ensures its validity at all
energies. In roughly one-half of the meson-in-
duced collisions a leading meson is provided from
a protonlike momentum distribution. Compared
to P-air collisions, this lower frequency of leading
particles in meson-air collisions, together with
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o ~ „,= 280 mb + 2.5 ln' '(E/100 GeV},
o, „,=196 mb+ 1.7ln"(E/67 GeV),

&„.;, =442 mb+ 2.91n''(E/100 GeV),

o» „,=178 mb+1. 6ln"(E/67 GeV}.

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

B. Spectrum, composition, and nuclear fragmentation

We assume that the spectral shapes of the com-
ponents of the primary flux (protons, o.'s, and a
mixture of heavier nuclei) follow power laws of the
form AE ". (A will be referred to as the "ampli-
tude" and y as the spectral index. } The amplitude
and spectral index are allowed to vary in the work that
follows. The amounts of heavier nuclei are taken to
be constant relative to protons. The ratios are taken
from a synthesis of measur ements at energies rang-
ing from 2 GeVper nucleon to 500 GeV per nucleon.
(Z =2, Ryan et al. '~; Z = 2-9, Cartwright et al.";
Z=10-28, Shapiro and Silberberg"; Z=26, Bala-
subrahmanyan and Ormes. ") This gives 0.042
for the ratio of helium to protons at the same en-
ergy per nucleon. The iron group intensity rela-
tive to protons was taken to be the value measured
near 100 GeV per nucleon, the highest energy re-
ported by the Goddard group.

When an alpha particle is the primary cosmic
ray, it is assumed that it will fragment into indi-
vidual nucleons in the first interaction. The num-
ber of projectile nucleons which participate in the
interaction is selected according to a calculated
distribution from Faeldt et al." The probabilities
for 1 through 4 nucleons interacting are 0.33, 0.49,

higher x values of produced particles, allows en-
ergy to be conserved in the meson-air collisions.

A method has been developed to generate inter-
actions by the Monte Carlo process which pre-
serves the desired multiplicity and inclusive x
distributions and w'hich conserves energy for each in-
teraction. Correlations of the particles in an in-
teraction are introduced only incidentally in the
process of conserving the energy in the interac-
tions. However, the Monte Carlo results to be
discussed in Sec. V show that in most events with
two muons in the detector the muons come from
hadrons produced in separate collisions. Con-
sequently, the effect on multiple-muon event rates
of two-particle correlations in the actual P-air
collisions is expected to be small.

We have assumed that inelastic cross sections
are rising with energy with the dependence sug-
gested by Qaisser and Yodh. " The inelastic cross
sections for particles other than protons colliding
with air are assumed to rise in a similar manner.
We used the following values:

0.04, and 0.14, respectively. The heavier pri-
maries are allowed to break up in a series of col-
lisions in the atmosphere based upon fragmentation
probabilities from Shapiro and Silberberg. " Half
of the free nucleons (i.e., not bound in fragment
nuclei) produced in each collision are assumed to
interact in that collision, this being a simple gen-
eralization of the theoretical result" for the num-
ber of participating nucleons in alpha-particle-
nitrogen collisions.

Much of the effect of using our particular nuclear
breakup model can be summarized by giving the
effective mean free paths we obtain for nucleons
bound in nuclei entering the earth's atmosphere.
These are the average depths nucleons reach be-
fore interacting. The individual nucleon-air in-
teraction, when it occurs, is assumed to have the
same characteristics as an inelastic P-air inter-
action. At energies near 10"-10"eV/nucleon,
the effective mean free path is 86 g/cm' for inci-
dent helium nuclei. For nuclei with 3 &Z +14
(mainly C, N, and 0), the value is about 88 g/cm',
and for nuclei with 15 &Z &26 (mainly Cr and Fe)
it is about 92 g/cm' at energies near 10"-10"eV/
nucleon. For comparison, the proton mean free
path is 76 g/cm' from Eq. (4) in this energy re-
gion. The effective mean free paths are all quite
similar, and our results would be expected to be
close to those obtained by simply adding the effects
of A. independent nucleon showers to approximate
the shower produced by a nucleus of atomic weight
A at a given energy per nucleon.

C. Particle propagation

Inasmuch as the altitude of interaction influences
the spatial extent of a shower of muons observed
underground in the Utah experiment (thus influ-
encing the directly observed multiplicity distribu-
tion and separation of muons}, some effort must
be made to account for the details of atmospheric
structure. In this work we have adopted the den-
sity distribution of the standard atmosphere by
Berry et al." We take the Wasatch Mountains to
be (on the average, near the detector) at an atmos-
pheric depth of 750 g cm ' corresponding to an
altitude of 2.62 km. By far, the majority of muons
arise from collisions in the stratosphere, which
extends to a vertical depth of 240 gem~ (corre-
sponding to an altitude of 10.8 km). If h is the
slant depth (in g cm ') into the atmosphere at
&enith angle 8, then the density of the atmosphere
is given by

(/r cos8}x 10 '
6.335 (8)

stratosphere, altitude & 10.8 km,
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(h cos8)""
225 445 (9)

troposphere, altitude «10.8 km .
For zenith angles beyond 70' (our 72.5' data are
only slightly affected by this) the factor (h cos8)
must be replaced by a factor which compensates
for the curvature of the atmosphere about a spher-
ical earth. Tables for this purpose are taken from
Osborne, "and our method yields values good to an
estimated 5/o for vertical depths exceeding 2 gem

'
and zenith angles less than 84 degrees.

Knowledge of the density of the atmosphere is
necessary for the computation of interaction and
decay probabilities. The question which must be
answered for each meson at a depth h in the at-
mosphere is: Where will the next interaction or
decay occur'P Approximations necessary to an-
swer this question in a minimum of computation
time lead to errors which are greatest in the re-
gion where @ is small. When the original position
of the meson, for example, is 2 g cm ', the error
in the final depth is roughly 10%. In the tropo-
sphere, where only a few of the muons relevant to
our calculation are produced, errors in the final
depth for a meson starting at position h are of the
order of 5%. In the depth region where most me-
sons are produced, the errors are less than 5%.

In order to calculate event rates we need prob-
abilities that muons of a given surface energy will
reach the rock depth of the detector. We use
underground muon survival probabilities calcu-
lated by Carlson. " The muon energy losses he
used are described by Carlson and Morrison"
along with an improved value of bremsstrahlung
energy loss. These are based on calculations of
bremsstrahlung and pair-production cross sections
in nuclear collisions and of photonuclear inter-
actions by Petrukhin and Shestakov, "Kokoulin and

Petrukhin, '4 and Cassiday, "respectively. The
average muon energy-loss rates we used for stan-
dard rock are shown in Fig. 1 for processes other
than ionization. In calculating survival probabil-
ities, Carlson used a bremsstrahlung average
energy-loss rate of —E 'dE/dh =1.7 x10 6

g
' cm'

at all energies instead of improved values which
are lower at lower energies. To correct for this
difference we multiplied our calculated event rates
at each depth by a correction factor. These cal-
culated factors increase with depth from 1.06 to
1.20 over the range of depths we consider.

Multiple scattering effects were estimated for
the entire muon trajectory and geomagnetic effects
were included for hadron and muon trajectories
in the atmosphere. These are small, but not in-
significant, corrections for some aspects of the
calculation.

III. CALCULATIONS

i 4

E

~o ~

U.2
0

I

hl

lO

I

IO

I I

lO IO

Energy (GeV)

I

lO' IO

FIG. 1. Muon average energy loss rates b =-E ~dE/dh

for standard rock for nuclear, bremsstrahtung, and
pair-production losses and their sum b z. .

The model has been used to predict rates of
events observed in the Utah muon detector. The
three variables on which the rates depend are the
angle, 6I, between the shower axis and the zenith,
the total depth, h, in the direction of the shower
axis, and the number of muons, nD, detected in
the event. The rates have been predicted for four
angular regions and at those depths (in steps of
8X10' gem ') at which measurements are possible
at the various angles. The rates of measured
events have been determined for the angles 30',
47.5, 62.5', and 72.5'by Lowe et al. ' The angles
at which the predictions were made were chosen to
span as broad a range of data as possible with a
limited number of predictions. The rates were
calculated for all n~ values for which the Monte
Carlo predictions were not unreasonably expensive.

In the Monte Carlo calculation the primary spec-
trum was divided into segments of 1-2 TeV per
nucleon, 2-4 TeV per nucleon, 4-8 TeV per nu-
cleon, etc. Primary protons of, for example,
512-1024 TeV are in segment 10. Calculations for
the contribution of each energy segment to rates
of muons of all multiplicities were done indepen-
dently, and moreover, the calculations were done
independently for pure primary protons, pure
alpha particles, and heavier nuclei. W'ithin each
energy segment the primary spectrum was as-
sumed to fall as dN/dE, ~E, ".The indepen-
dence of the predictions for different energy seg-
ments and chemical components allows the approx-
imate effects of various possible spectrum and
composition assumptions to be evaluated without
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repeating the basic Monte Carlo calculations. This
is done by adding all appropriately weighted pre-
dictions of the different components and energy
segments to obtain a prediction for an altered pri-
mary spectrum or primary composition. Exper-
ience in the operation of the Monte Carlo program
has shown which segments contribute significantly
to a rate prediction and comparisons to measure-
ments are only made for those rates for which all
significant contributions have been calculated.

The predictions for the rates are made in several
stages. In the first stage the air showers are gen-
erated at a given zenith angle and muons are pro-
duced in the atmosphere. Muons and hadrons are
dropped from the shower if they have energies
below the lowest muon threshold energy of interest.

In a second stage, the showers produced in the
first stage are analyzed at the various depths pres-
ent at the zenith angle being considered. The anal-
ysis determines the yield (per shower) of events
with given n~, (9, and h values produced by a given
primary energy segment and primary constituent.
For nD & 10, Lowe et al. ' have corrected their data
to give event rates for an 80-m' detector area
perpendicular to the incident shower direction.
For these low-multiplicity muon events the rate
analysis integrates over all possible shower-axis
locations relative to the center of a rectangular
8x10-m' detector fiducial area. For n&&10, the
experimental data were given for a 100-m' detec-
tor area perpendicular to the shower direction.
For these high-multiplicity events the rate anal-
ysis uses a method of sampling a limited number
of shower-axis locations relative to the center of
the 10&10-m' detector fiducial area used in the
high-multiplicity experimental analysis. The two
analysis techniques have been checked against each
other and are consistent with each other.

In the third and last stage of the calculation, the
rates of events are predicted. A contribution to a
rate for a given nD, 8, and h is found by multi-
plying the yield per shower of that type of event by
the rate of showers from the energy segment and
primary constituent being considered.

IV. EVENT-RATE PREDICTIONS

A. Comparison to measurements

Our predictions were fitted to the measured event
rates with two primary spectrum parameters left
free. These are the amplitude A of the proton
component and the spectral index y, . The rigidity
8 of a break in the slope of each component of the
primary spectrum above which the spectral index,

y„ is set equal to 3.3 was fixed at 3 &10"V. The
results of exploratory fits were found to be very

insensitive to the location of the break. The best-
fit values A =(2.3 +0.2}X10' GeV 'm 'sec 'sr '
and y, =2.75 +0.02 are in reasonable agreement
with the balloon-flight measurements of Ryan
et al."who found A = (2.0 + 0.2}&& 10 GeV ' m '
sec ' sr ' and y = 2.75 + 0.03 for proton energies up
to about 10" eV. This indicates the reasonableness
of extrapolating the primary spectrum from lower
energies to the higher energies studied in this ex-
periment. The g' for the fit was 36.5 for 30 de-
grees of freedom.

The results of the two-parameter fit of our pre-
dictions to the measurements are shown in Fig. 2,
and the values of the predictions and measurements
are given in Table II. In Fig. 2 the error bars are
the combination of the Monte Carlo statistical un-
certainties and the measurement uncertainties.
The measurement uncertainty calculation is de-
scribed in Ref. 3. The curves drawn through the
Monte Carlo predictions show events as a function
of n& for the four angular regions in which the
comparisons were made. The depths at which data
are available in an angular region are determined
by the detector orientation and the shape of the
mountainous terrain above the detector. In addition,
of course, the depths must not be too great or the
rates are too low to be measurable. In the case
of nD =1, 8=72.5', h =8.0~10' g cm ' events only,
the measurements are taken in an angular region
(75 -85 } away from the quoted values and are
extrapolated to 72.5' using calculated angular-de-
pendence factors. " The estimated error due to
this procedure is small compared to the experi-
mental uncertainty of this measurement.

The ratios of the predicted to the measured rates
are shown in Fig. 3. This illustrates the agree-
ment and disagreement of the predictions and mea-
surements more clearly than Fig. 2. In most cases
the agreement is good. The predicted single-muon
rate, however, is high at greater angles and

depths. A similar behavior was noted in an earlier
separate analysis" of the depth and angular de-
pendence of the underground muon intensity (which

is similar to the singles rate of our detector} by

Carlson, who found that a steepening of theprimary
spectrum with increasing energy per nucleon was
necessary to obtain a satisfactory fit extending to
deep depths. It should be noted, however, that the
sensitivity to uncertainties in muon energy-loss
rates and in rock density is greatest for the deep
single-muon measurements.

A rough estimate of sensitivity to uncertainties
in the energy-loss rate of muons per unit depth can
be made by neglecting the change in muon range
fluctuations and only considering the more signifi-
cant uncertainties in the range of muons with a
given energy and an average energy loss. These
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FIG. 2. Comparison of fit of scaling predictions to muon event rates at four zenith angles. The error bars on the
measurement points show the combbsed measurement errors and statistical. errors of the Monte Carlo predictions. The
predictions, measurement values, and error estimates are listed in Table G.
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TABLE II. Comparison of fitted predictions to measurements in an 80-m detector for nD
& 10 and in a 100-m detector for nD —10.

Zenith
angle
(deg)

47.5

Depth
(105 gcm 2)

2.4

Measured
rate'

(sec ~ sr ~)

(0.786+ 0.040) x 10-'

(0.158+ 0.010)x 10 2

(0.182+ 0.014)x10 3

(0.592 ~ 0.094) x 10-4

(0.251+ 0.070) x 1p-4

(0.214 + 0.015)x 10

{0.398+ 0.084) x10 3

(0.439+ 0.077) x 10 4

(0.159+ 0.041)x 1p-4

Predicted
rateb

(sec ~ sr ~)

(0.746+ 0.027) x 10 ~

(0.136+0.006) x 10-2

(0.197+0.008) x 10 3

(0.614+ 0.027) x 10-4

(0.273+ 0.013)x 10 4

{0.211+O, pQ9) x 1p ~

(0.395+ 0.021)x 10 3

(0.526+ 0.024) x 10 4

(0.174+ 0.01p) x 1p-4

62.5 3.2

4.0

4.8

(0.313+0.022) x 10 ~

(0.425+ 0.033)x 10
(0.424+ 0.048) x 10~

(0.162+ 0.048) x10 4

(0.912+ 0.080) x 10

(0.138+ 0.012}x 10 3

{0.170+ 0.018)x 10 4

(0.331+0.070) x 10 2

(0.552 + 0.080) x 10 4

(0.295 + 0.009) x 10 ~

(0.367+ O.Q26) x 10~

(0.463 + 0.025) x 10 4

(0.138+0.007) x 10 4

{1„01+ 0.05 )x10 ~

(0.137+ 0.013)x10 3

(0.152+ 0.009) x10 4

(0.363+ 0.020) x10 2

(0.513+ 0.041)x 10

72.5 4.0

4.8

5.6

6 4

7.2

8.0

{0.146+ 0.011)x 10 ~

{1.34 + 0.24 ) x 10 4

(0.465+ 0.044) x 10 2

(0.518+ 0.059) x 1p-4

(0.1.90+ 0.022) x 10~

(0.202+ 0.038}x10 4

{0.773+ 0.118)x 10

(0.328 + 0.046) x 10

(0.113+0.018)x 10 3

(0,148+ 0.007) x 10 ~

(0.881+ 0.044) x 10 4

(0.540+ 0.026) x 10 2

(0.390+ 0.027) x 10 4

(0.218+ 0.013)x 10~

(0.161x0.016)x10 4

(0.957 + 0.086) x 10

(0.396+ 0.044) x 10

(0.169+0.020) x 10

30,0 1.6

2.0

10-14

15-19

20-29

10-14

15-19

(0.456+ 0.036) x 1p-4

(0.147+ 0.019)x 10 4

(0.600+ 0.130)x 10 5

(0.177+ 0.020) x 10 4

(0.500+ 0.110)x 10 '

(0.423+ 0.017)x 10-4

(0.116+O.pp8) x ].0-4

(0.787+ 0.088) x10 5

(0.192+ 0.013)x10 4

(0.562 + 0.055) x 10 ~

'The measured rates and estimated errors are obtained from G. H. Love, M. O. Larson,
H. E. Bergeson, J. W. Cardon, J. W. Keuffel, and J.West, preceding paper, Phys. Rev. D 12,
651 (1975}.

b The error estimates for the predictions include only the statistical fluctuations in the Monte
Carlo calculation.
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uncertainties have a magnified effect on muon
rates because of the steeply falling muon spec-
trum. To first order the magnification factor for
fractional errors in a given rate Z(n~) is dlnJ/
dlnh. It increases from about 4 to 9 as the depth
increases from 2.4 ~10' to 8 &10' g cm '.

In order to test for the effects of uncertainties
in muon range, we have used the muon range esti-
mates of Wright. " These were obtained by as-
suming an uncertainty in the muon energy-loss
rate of 1% for ionization losses, which dominate
at low energies, and of nearly 10% for the remain-
ing losses, which dominate at high energies. Com-
bining such an energy-dependent increase or de-
crease in range with the depth dependence of muon
rates changes the best-fit values of A by —13%
and +29% and gives new best-fit values of 2.78 and
2.75 for y. Because of the wide range of primary
energy corresponding to different muon multiplic-
ities at shallow depths, the change in y is remark-
ably small. The goodness of fit varies signifi-
cantly, as does the predicted depth dependence of
the singles, which were measured over the widest
range of depths. Increasing our muon energy
losses by about half of Wright's uncertainty pro-
duced a best fit with A increased by 13% and with
a y' of 29 for the 29 degrees of freedom. The
small change for y observed here is in marked
contrast to the uncertainty in spectral shape which
arises when only the underground muon intensity
is studied and energy-loss uncertainties are con-
sidered. "

The rock density might also be somewhat higher
than expected in the rather restricted directions
in which the greatest depths occur, causing the
measured single-muon rate to be somewhat lower
than expected. Some support for this possibility
is given by a comparison of the Kolar-Gold-Field
(KGF) measurements of deep underground muon
intensities" to the Utah measurements. The some-
what larger KGF intensities beyond Vx10' gcm '
are in better agreement with our single-muon
rate predictions. Other possible causes of the
systematic discrepancies between the measure-
ments and predictions are discussed in the next
section.

8. Sensitivity to the interaction model

In light of the sensitivity of our predictions to
what are at present poorly known input parameters,
the discrepancies between some of the predictions
and measurements are not regarded as serious.
The g' value given above was obtained with the
measurement errors combined with the statistical
errors of the Monte Carlo predictions. The sys-
tematic errors arising from the uncertainties of
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FIG. 3. Depth dependence of ratios of predicted to
observed muon event rates. Data at zenith angles of 30',
47.5', 62.5', and 72.5 are represented by open circles,
solid circles, open triangles, and solid triangles, res-
pectively.

the predictions were not included. These neglected
errors come from uncertainties in the inputs of
the Monte Carlo program. They include the ne-
glected energy dependence of the structure func-
tions above 19 GeV (where scaling is only approx-
imately valid) and the lack of completeness of re-
quired sets of measurements. In particular, mea-
surements are scarce for the inclusive neutron
cross section. The x and P~ dependences of the
neutron inclusive cross section were approximated
by the distribution fitted to the proton inclusive
distribution.

An estimate of the effect of using a neutron x
dependence given by Bassetto and Dias de Deus"
indicates that the predictions are sensitive to the
assumed secondary-neutron inclusive cross sec-
tions. The factors by which this modification
changed the predicted rates of muon events were
calculated at three depth angle combinations for
proton primaries. Using these same factors for
heavier primaries, we obtained improved agree-
ment with the measurements for events at 72.5'
with n~=2 and small effects for the other predic-
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tions.
Because the ISR neutron results of Engler et al."

are quite different from the 24-GeV P-Be neutron
results' reported earlier by the same group, and
because the total inclusive neutron cross section
from the ISR measurements appeared lower"
than expected from baryon conservation together
with the ISR inclusive proton multiplicities given
by Antinucci et al. ,

' it was decided that modifica-
tions of our approximation for inclusive neutron
production would not be attempted at present.

Several other tests of the sensitivity of the pre-
dictions to modifications of the model have been
done. One test involved replacing the energy-de-
pendent total cross section by a constant value of
335 mb for the calculation. This is the highest
value given by the analysis of Yodh, Pal, and
Trefil" and was obtained by them at the highest
energy at which they analyzed data, near 10 TeV.
For n& =1-5 at 8=47.5' and h =2.4 &10 g cm 2,

the changes of the predictions were not large
enough to be significant in comparison to the com-
bined statistical fluctuations of the two Monte Carlo
calculations.

Another sensitivity test involved the increase
of the Pr values of all shower particles by 25% to
test the effect on the rate predictions of scaling
up all P& values in this energy range. For
no=2-5, L9=47.5'and h =2.4x10' gcm ', the mod-
ified predictions were found to be increasingly
lower than the unmodified set as n~ increased,
until a 36% decrease was observed at a~=5. For
n&=1 no change was observed. These changes are
in qualitative agreement with the effect which
might be expected due to the greater separation of
muons in showers when P& is increased. This
particular result indicates a moderate sensitivity
to change of the P& distribution at higher energies.
It should be emphasized, however, that if the P~
distribution is unchanged up to =1 GeV/c but
occasionally particles of very high P& occur, the
rates of multiple-muon events are not expected
to be significantly affected. Our analysis shows,
however, that the measured multiple-muon rates
do not require greatly increased P~ values in this
energy range.

slope determined by our best fit to the primary
spectrum.

Figure 4 shows the dependence on na and h of
the median parent energies of muon events pro-
duced by primary protons. Results are, at most,
weakly dependent on the zenith angle, 8, and this
dependence of the parent energies was ignored.
For any fixed n~, the median parent energies are
seen to increase as rock depth at detection in-
creases. A wider variation of primary energies
is found by studying events of different n& values.
At fixed h, the median parent energies increase
rapidly as the nD value is increased. The median
energies of events produced by parent protons
extend up to about 6x10" eV for the highest nD

values for which comparisons of predictions and
measurements have been made. It is also impor-
tant to note that there is significant overlapping
of different n& values at a given value of the parent
energy. This implies that an interaction model
may not be able to obtain agreement with the mea-
surements simply by variation of the assumed
primary spectral slope because the model must
successfully predict the ratios of rates for dif-
ferent n~ values at the same primary energy. For
example, the model must successfully predict the
relative rates with n~ = 3, 4, 5, and 10-14 near
1-2 x10'5 eV.

a 6

O 5

V. OTHER RESULTS OF THE CALCULATION 2-

A. Primary cosmic-ray energies producing observed events

The median energy of primary cosmic rays
which produced underground muon events are found
in our calculations. The energies depend weakly
on the assumed primary spectrum, and the re-
sults given below are obtained from the spectral

io"

l5-l9
I a I s

0~+ ~oN

Mention Primory Knergy (eV)

FIG. 4. Calculated depth dependence of median energy
of primary protons which produce events with the indi-
cated multiplicities of observed muons.
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The primary composition which we have assumed
for our comparison to the measurements includes
heavy nuclei in addition to protons. Figure 5
shows the median values of the energy per nucleon
for primary nuclei with Z &2 which produce under-
ground muon events. At each depth, the median
energy per nucleon for primary heavy nuclei pro-
ducing single-muon events is close to the median
energy of protons producing such events. This is
the expected result if muon production by a nu-
cleus of atomic weight A can be treated as approx-
imately equal to the muon production from a
superposition of A proton showers.

In the case of underground muon events with 2
or more muons the median energy per nucleon of
the primary is lower for production by heavy nu-
clei than for production by protons. In some ex-
amples the total median energy of the primary
particle (the entire nucleus) is similar for incident
iron and proton primaries, but this is not accu-
rately true in all cases. For the study of nuclear
interaction models, the energy per nucleon may be
the most important variable, and it is for this
reason that the energy per nucleon rather than the
total particle energy was given in Fig. 5. Cer-
tainly, for n~ ~ 2, a large fraction of the produced
muons result from collisions of nucleons freed
from nuclei in previous collisions. These nucleons
carry energy equal to or less than the energy per
nucleon of the primary cosmic ray.

B. Contributions of different generations
of the hadronic cascade

In the case of n& =1, the rapidly falling primary
spectrum favors production of muons in the most
efficient way possible, i.e. , by decay of mesons
produced at higher-than-average x values in the
fir st collision of the primary cosmic -ray par-
ticles with nitrogen or oxygen nuclei in the atmo-
sphere. In fact, most single-muon events come
from these "first-generation" particles.

When events with nD & 2 are considered, how-
ever, the most important production process is
not decay of several first-generation mesons. Sec-
ond- and higher-generation mesons, produced by
the second- or higher-generation collisions of
nucleons and mesons are very important sources
of muons for n~ -2. For n~=2, most muons come
from generations 1 to 3. For multiplicity n&=4,
with proton primaries, most muons come from
generations 2 to 5. For n& ~ 2 events from pri-
mary heavy nuclei, the mean number of genera-
tions involved is less than for production by pro-
tons. Because of the importance of a number of
generations in the hadronic cascade, the multiple-
muon events from a given median primary energy

E
~5
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lo- I J'20-29
l5-19

I I l l

lO lo

Median Primary Energy l Nucleon (eV)

)OI5

FIG. 5. Calculated depth and multiplicity dependence
of the median primary energy/nucleon for events pro-
duced by primary nuclei with Z & 2.

are sensitive to interaction characteristics in a
wide range of energies.

C. Contributions of different primary components

Figure 6 shows the contributions of different
primary components to the rates of our events
with nD=1 to 5 for 8=47.5'and h =2.4~10' gcm '.
The trends at other angles and depths are quite
similar. The contribution of a component is pro-
portional to the product of the probability of occur-
rence of this component and the effectiveness of
the component for production of the given type of
event. It is clear that single-muon events are
produced primarily by primary protons. From the
previous discussion, the relative importance of
the primary protons for single-muon production
should be approximately equal to the fraction of
primary nucleons of a given energy which occur as
free protons. For our assumed composition this
fraction is 78%, which is close to the 80% obtained
for the actual calculated contribution to single-
muon production.

Figure 6 shows that the relative contribution
from heavier nuclei increases as n~ increases.
But even for n~ = 5 the contribution of the protons
is not negligible. When events having different n~
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values (at different rock depths) result from simi-
lar primary energies, the relative event rates
depend on the primary composition. The multiple-
muon rates therefore constrain the primary com-
position as well as the primary spectrum, if a
specific interaction model can be assumed. In the
present analysis the consistency of the measure-
ments and the predictions was checked in the con-
text of an energy-independent primary composi-
tion.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Predictions of underground muon event rates
based on Feynman scaling and KNO multiplicity
scaling have been found to be quite successful in
obtaining agreement with measurements made on
cosmic-ray showers of energies from about 2 x10"
eVup to above 10"(see Ref. 32). The primary com-
position was assumed to be the same as measured at
energies several orders of magnitude lower and the
primary cosmic-ray energy spectrum'was fitted
to the measurements giving parameter values
close to those measured by Ryan et al. '~ for pri-
mary cosmic rays below about 10" eV.

We have reported elsewhere" that the primary
cosmic-ray intensity obtained from this analysis
of underground muon events is lower than the
intensity obtained by several analyses of extensive
air-shower electron-number measurements. We
plan to investigate this discrepancy further. The
lateral structure of muon showers is important for
the rates of multiple-muon events in a detector of
limited area. A previous analysis by Adcock
et al."of decoherence data obtained from the Uni-
versity of Utah muon detector" found that an aver-
age Pr value of 0.60 +0.05 GeV/c was required for
the meson parents of the muons. A different inter-
action model was used in that calculation than was
used in the work reported here. However, their
conclusion may indicate that a scaling model with
an energy-independent transver se-momentum dis-
tribution determined at accelerator energies will
not be successful in describing the distribution of
separations of muon pairs. A study of the experi-
mental decoherence curve and its implications is
now in progress.

Note added in Proof Since the co.mpletion of this
paper, final results have been obtained for muon
decoherence measurements, using the main Utah

~ lO
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FIG. 6. Predicted rates of events of multiplicity 1-5
produced by the various primary cosmic-ray constitu-
ents.

detector and auxiliary detectors. These depend
on the lateral structure of muon showers to dis-
tances greater than 60 m. A comparison with the de-
coherence curve predictions of our model indicates
a need for broadening the pion transverse momen-
tum distribution beyond the one used, which had

(pr) = 0.38 GeV/c for pions with ~ &0.01. In order
to preserve agreement with the multiple-muon-
event rates in the detector, we expect more high-
energy primary cosmic rays to be required, in
better agreement with extensive air-shower data.
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